Introduction
Frequency analysis is used in many areas of research like as speech formation, speech analysis, speech recognition, speaker identification etc. The Devnagari vowels and numerals cannot be uttered in two forms as like in English language where phoneme and grapheme are different in most cases whereas in Devnagari it can be pronounced as one way only e.g. devnagari 12-vowels are divide with the phonetic transcription structure of phonemes according to organ used in generating the sound. Devnagari is placed on phonetics principles which are taken as Place of articulation (POA) vowels. These Devnagari vowels have analysis of frequency for speech signals are calculated in noisy environment (original signals) for analysis and synthesis [1] [2] [3] . The primitive speech signals are unbalanced to balance of an interval with the help of some feature extraction techniques. The basic objective is to estimating the pitch of Devnagari vowels and numerals with noisy environments speech signals.
When one glimpse at a person, car or house, one"s brain tries to match the incoming frame with hundreds (or thousands) of frame that are previously stored in memory. In the speech recognition research literature, no work has been recorded on Devnagari speech processing and numerals. So we acknowledge our work to be the initial move in this direction. The process includes extraction of some unique characteristics of each word by using Fourier transforms and their correlations. The system is speaker-independent and is fairly tolerant to background noise.
II. Vowels In Devnagari Script
The 12-Devnagari vowels are classified as per IPA (International Phonetics Association) as shown in Table 1 & hindi character set in Table 2 . They are used for the speech analysis and synthesis purpose. It describes in different categories such as follows:
(i) SHORT VOWELS
The short vowel is a individual vowel in a short word or syllable, that vowel basically makes a short sound. These short vowels generally occur at the starting of the word or among two consonants. E.g. the short vowels present character in Marathi and in Hindi.
(ii) LONG VOWELS
The long vowels a short word or syllable terminates with a vowel-consonant. The long vowels generally are an amalgamation of words in Devnagari. The `a" at the terminal of the word is mute. Long vowels when the word or syllable has a individual vowel and the vowel present at the end of the word or syllable, the vowels usually present makes the long sound in Hindi. 
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(iii) CONJUNCT VOWELS
The conjunct vowels are joining of short and long vowels. These phonemes are generated in Hindi e.g. as shown in Table 2 .
(iv) NASAL VOWEL
A nasal vowel is yield with a low tune so that air pressures through nose as well as mouth. The title "nasal" is few air pressure which does not come uniquely out of the nose in nasal vowels.
(v) VISARG VOWEL
The Visarg symbol is used occasionally in Devnagari. The Visarg is uttered as the voiceless sound after the vowels. E.g. .in hindi. 
III. Modeling Of Speech By Applying Average Energy In Zero Crossing
The speech generating model advises that the energy of the voiced speech is pointing about 8 kHz, where as in the case of unvoiced speech, most of the energy is present at the higher Frequencies. As high frequency gives high zero crossing rate and low frequency gives low zero crossing rate, there is a solid correlation between zero crossing rate and energy distribution with frequency [4] [5] . This inspires us to model the speech signal utilizing average energy in zero crossing interval of the signal. Take the speech segment 
Figure1. Speech segment in kth observation
The average energy in the ith zero crossing intervals can be get by the expression Is the average energy of the signal in zero crossing interval of kth observation window and x(t) is the instantaneous signal amplitude. The goal of the current study is to catch a vigorous coefficient for speech identification application by applying the average energy in the zero crossing intervals (AEZI). An XY plot is created by plotting index number of zero crossing intervals parallel with X axis and Average Energy in the Zero crosses Interval (AEZI) along Y axis. Figure 1 represents the average energy in the zero crossing interval vs index number of the zero crossing intervals for the Hindi script.
IV. Acquisition Of Data And Processing
One of the considered methods of speech data acquisition is to have a person speak into an audio device such as microphone or telephone. This way of speaking generates a sound pressure wave that makes an acoustic signal. The microphone or telephone perceives the acoustic signal and changes it into an analog signal that can be learnt by an electronic system. Lastly, in order to retain the analog signal on a computer, it must be changed into a digital signal.
The statistics in this paper is obtained by speaking Hindi Word and numeral into a microphone joined to Windows-7 based PC. The data is saved into ".wav" format files by the use of MATLAB. The wave files are processed after passing through a (Simulink) filter, and are saved for future analysis like as FFT. The data is saved form speakers who spoke the identical word set, i.e. Devnagari Script & numerals. In common, the computerized speech waveform has a high dynamic range, and may suffer from additional noise [7] [8] [9] . So first, a Simulink model was used to extract and analyze the present data as shown in Fig. 2 .
Figure2. Simulink model for analyzing hindi data
The Simulink model was designed for performing analysis like as standard deviation, mean, autocorrelation, magnitude of FFT, data matrix correlation. We will also experiment some other statistical techniques. This repetitive and changing-nature of models ultimately take us to MATLAB"s (text-based) .m files. These files are generated semi-automatically by applying Hindi-language script; the script was designed particularly for this agenda. Three important data pre-processing steps were needed before the data could be consumed for analysis.
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(i) PRE-EMPHASIS
By pre-emphasis, we use the application of a normalization technique, which is done by parting the speech data vector by its peak magnitude.
(ii) LENGTH ADJUSTMENT OF DATA FFT execution time lay on specific number of the samples (N) in the data sequence [xK] , and that the execution time is minimal and proportional to N*log2 (N), where N is defined as power of two. Hence, it is generally useful to select the data length comparable to a power of two.
(iii) DETECTION OF END POINT
The aim of endpoint detection is to discriminate the word to be detected from the background noise. It is essential to trim the word pronounced to its tightest limits, in a way to avoid errors in the modeling of subsequent pronunciations of the same word. As shown in Fig. 2 from upper part, a threshold has been enforced at both ends of the waveform. The leading threshold is assigned to a value that all the spoken numbers trim to a maximum value. These values were find out after observing the nature of the waveform and noise in a specific environment. We can see the discrimination in frequency characteristics of the words.
(iv) FOURIER TRANSFORM
The MATLAB algorithm for the two dimensional FFT routine is given as: fft2(x) =fft(fft(x)); Hence the two dimensional FFT is calculated by first calculating the FFT of x, i.e the FFT of every column of x, and then calculating the FFT of every row of the result. Note that as the application of fft2 command generates even symmetric data, we only displays the lower half of the frequency spectrum in our intended graphs.
(v) CORRELATION
Computation for correlation coefficients of various speakers was performed. As convention, the crosscorrelation of the identical speaker for the identical word did obtain to be 1. The correlation matrix of a spoken number was produced in a three-dimensional form for producing various simulations and graphs.
V. Results & Analysis
It is observed that Fourier descriptor trait was independent for the spoken Devnagari Script and numerals with the consolidation of the Fourier transform and correlation method commands applied in MATLAB, a high accuracy recognition structure can be realized. Recorded data was applied in Simulink model for initiatory analysis. 
VI. Conclusion And Future Work
An effective, abstract and fast ASR system for regional languages like Hindi is demand of the present. The work presented in the paper is a step towards the expansion of such type of systems. The work can further be increased to huge vocabulary size and to continuous speech recognition. As presented in results, the system is prone to changing spoken techniques and dynamic scenarios, so the accuracy of the system is a vindictive field to work upon. Hence, different Speech enhancements and noise reduction methods can be applied for making system more effective, appropriate and fast.
